CASE STUDY SITE NEWSLETTER – March 2019

We hope there are signs of spring on its way for all our case study sites and a continued thank you for your hard work in helping us make the study a success.

RECRUITMENT .... SO FAR

233 patient/carer pairs are now enrolled in the study (to 28 February 2019).

We are so pleased with the commitment to recruitment from all our sites and are very pleased that we are very much nearing our overall target. As we have had some changes to sites in the last few months and one service model reaching target, our overall recruitment track line (blue line below) took a little dip. All sites have agreed to keep going for an additional 3 months of recruitment so with your help we are confident the study will meet our overall recruitment target and we can get the best findings possible.

Please keep up the good work and continue to recruit as many patient/carer pairs as possible until 30th June 2019.

We are here and happy to support sites in any way we can during the recruitment period in person or over the phone so don’t hesitate to contact us if you need anything.
CASE STUDY SITES

All of our new sites added in the last months are now off the ground with recruitment. Well done to you all! We hope that extending recruitment will help us to achieve at least 66 patient/carer pairs in all service model quadrants below.

We are now looking ahead to plan consensus events for the project. These will be a chance for a wider range of stakeholders to come and discuss the results of the study with us and help form the guidelines for services in the future. We have provisionally booked dates in January 2020 below, so over the next few months we will be sending out invitations for attendees so keep an eye on your mailboxes. We would like to invite 2 representatives from each of our recruiting sites to attend.

Leeds – 16th January 2020, 9.30am until 4.30pm
London – 30th January 2020, 9.30am until 4.30pm

DON’T FORGET TO CONTACT US WITH ANY QUESTIONS ... BIG or SMALL

Each site has a dedicated researcher to answer all questions big or small. Our research team members who will be running the study and collecting data from our carer recruits are:

Dr Ferhana Hashem
Researcher
f.hashem@kent.ac.uk
01227 824887

Dr Brooke Swash
Researcher
bes25@medschl.cam.ac.uk
01223 769276

Dr Rasa Mikelyte
Researcher
r.mikelyte@kent.ac.uk
01227 823666

Dr Vanessa Abrahamson
Researcher
v.j.abrahamson@kent.ac.uk
01227 826506

Dr Melanie Rees-Roberts
Project Manager
m.rees-roberts@kent.ac.uk
01227 816433